Synopsis TOK TAM Episod. 01 -13
Episode 01
Revolves around the lives of a group of barn animal’s lead by Tok Tam the old turkey that loves to tell stories and sing. The
naughty Chick and Chack , the chicken who loves to have fun and play around. The barn animals live in a happy and
prosperous environment. TokTam tell the stories of Rabbit and The Tortoise. The folk song `Lompat Sikatak Lompat’ invite the
viewers to sing along. The tale of Solomon’s Gong gives the children messages on moral values. Prof Jampuk ends the
episode with the letter A, B and C
Episode 02
The barn animals are happy with the arrival of a parrot that becomes their new friend. They do many activities to enlighten
the atmosphere. The animal are singing and dancing. The aesop tale follows with the story of The Mousedeer and the
Crocodile about the smart mousedeer who trick a group of crocodile to cross the river to have some rambutan . You will be
entertain by the song of Ikan Kekek . The story of `The Dog and His Shadow’’ follows. The story is about a greedy dog that
lost his bone because of his own shadow. Prof Jampuk teaches the viewers on the letter D, E and F.
Episode 03
The barn animals are happy when they got some rambutan and teach the viewers on how to divide the rambutan fairly.
Esop tales of Moco the naughty monkey is next with the story of a naughty that cries help whenever he feels bored of
guarding his farm. When a tiger really come he barely escape when none of his friends come to help. Folk song enjit-enjit
semut is next followed by the story of a smart crow. The crow put little rocks one by one into a jar until the water inside
reach the top where he can reach it. Prof Jampuk ends the segment with a lesson on the letter G, H and I.
Episode 04
A mix of real visual and animation “A trip with jaguh and family ” take viewers to Paya Indah Wetland in Selangor. The
beautiful conservation site offers a trip to watch various animals such as the hippo, crocodile, pelican bird, ducks, swan and
others. Folk song “ Burung Kakak Tua” is next inviting the kids to sing and dance along. The final segment is with Prof jampuk
teach another three letters which is the letter J, K and L.
Episode 05
Misai surprises everyone when he suddenly screams for help. He was playing ajoke on everyone. Aesop tales of the mouse
deer and the crocodile is next. It is bout a smart mouse deer helping a buffalo from being eaten by a crocodile. Folksong
`Anak Ikan’ invites the kid to sing along. Prof Jampuk then teach the letter M and N.
Episode 06
Storm hit the barn and causes huge damages. The entire animals are sad for their barn. The owner then builds a new house
for them. Aesop tale of the greedy lion is next. The story is about Chini the lion that is trap in a net. He was help by Siti the
mouse but Chini wants to eat Siti in return. Folk Song `Tepuk Amai-amai’ will then entertain you follow by Prof jampuk
teaching letter O and P.
Episode 07
Tok Tam start the show by giving advice and guidance to the children to be careful when they cross the road, look left and
right before crossing. Aesop tale of the crow and the peacock is next. It is a story about the peacock who betray his friend
the crow. The crow painted the peacock feathers beautifully but the peacock coloured the crow black to make sure that the
crow won’t look as beautiful as him. Folk song Anak Itik Tok Wi is next, the episode end with Prof Jampuk teaching the letter
Q, R and S.
Episode 08
“Tour with Jaguh and family ” this time bring the viewers to the National Zoo in Kuala Lumpur. Jaguh, Bu, Chick and Chack
show the kid the herbivore animals, which is the animal who eats leaves and carnivore the meat eating animals. Aesop tale
of the Arrogant Monkey is next. Folksong “Seekor Labah-labah” invite the viewers to sing along and Prof jampuk teach the
letter T and U.
Episode 09
Since early morning all the barn animals are surprise by Cik Siti scream. Siti said she saw a ghost. Chick and Chack went to
investigate. They found out that the ghost is Tok Tam who fall into a mudhole and covered himself with black mud. Aesop
tale of “Aman the greedy” tells of a story about Aman who is invited to three parties at the same time but in different
locations. Aman decided to go to all three to eat the special dish that is going to be served. Folk song “ Air Pasang Dalam” is
next follow by Prof Jampuk teaching the letter V and W.
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Episode 10
Chick and Chack found a footmark that look like Misais’ but a lot bigger. This puzzled them.They then found the answer that
it’s belong to a tiger who escape from a nearby zoo. Aesop tale of “The three Flamingo and the wolf” tell of the story of
three brothers Jinjang, Jenjang and Janjang who learn to live by themselves but have to face their biggest enemy the wolf.
Prof Jampuk teaches the letter X, Y and Z.
Episode 11
Misai and Cik Lenggang teach Chick and Chack how to fly. They use numerous tactic and style but fail. Chick and Chack
found a needle, which they thought, is the golden needle. Aesop tale of the lazy Anol is next with the story of Anol the
grasshopper who is lazy and neglected his friends advise to keep some food for rainy season. Folk song “Itu Bulan Itu
Bintang” invites the children to sing and dance. Prof Jampuk teaches the children, object and colours.
Episode 12
“Tour with jaguh and family ” invite the children to visit the national zoo. Chick and Chack have been given assignment to
choose a few animals in the herbivore and carnivore category. Aesop tale of “King Solomon belt” tells of the story of a tiger
who want to avenge the mouse deer. But once more the tiger is trick one more time when he thought the python is the
kings’ belt. The folk song “Buih Sabun” is next . Prof Jampuk teaches children on object and colours.
Episode 13
A game of soccer is held at the barn involving team A and B. The A team consist Chick and Chack while the B team consist
Misai and Cik Lenggang. Aesop tale “ T-mok” tell the story of a fat rat that is always tease by his friend. One day T mai fell into
the river and saved by Tmok. Folksong “Du Du Da Da” invites viewers to sing and dance along. Prof Jampuk teach the
children objects and colours.
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